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Learning 
objectives

• After this session, participants will be able to: 

• Refer to the SOGC Clinical Practice Guideline on 

‘Advanced Reproductive Age and Fertility’ for 

guidance in counseling patients

• Have an understanding of appropriate 

investigations and their timing in the context of 

advanced reproductive age (ARA)

• Have an understanding of the available treatment 

options to patients with ARA

• Have an general understanding of the technique 

of oocyte cryopreservation and its limitations



Agenda

 A review of ovarian aging

 Measures of ovarian reserve

 Treatments for age-related infertility

 The option of egg freezing

 Advanced paternal age



‘Yes, but 
doctor, Halle 
Berry had a 
baby at 46!’

‘Also, 45 is the 
new 35!’





Decline 
begins as a 
fetus



A tale of both 
diminishing 
quantity and 
quality



Fecundity 
decreases 
with age…



…becoming 
compounded 
with 
increased 
miscarriage 
risk



Postponement 
of pregnancy

• For various economic, educational, and social reasons



Increasing 
age at first 
birth



Declining birth 
rates

• Fertility rate of most 
developed countries is 
now below the 

population 
replacement level (2.1 
children/woman)

• While artificial 
reproductive 
technology can help to 
contribute to the total 
fertility rate it cannot 
fully overcome the 
effect of age



Reproductive trends: older mothers

Average age of women giving birth has 
increased from 27 to over 30 over the past 20 
years

The fertility rate for women aged 30 to 34 is 
now the highest of any group



Ovarian aging: an issue of both
quantity and quality

• This diminishes inhibin-B release from the granulosa cells, which 
provides negative feedback to FSH production 

As the number of ovulated 
follicles increases over a 

lifetime there is a 
corresponding decrease in 
remaining follicular cohort

• May be due to poorer function of meiotic spindles with less 
tightly arranged chromosomes

• May be due to a deterioration in the selection process allowing 
poorer quality oocytes the opportunity to develop (would have 
undergone atresia)

IVF studies have 
demonstrated increased 
oocyte aneuploidy with 

age to 40% by age 43 and 
100% once >45



Recommendations

Women in their 20’s and 30’s should be counselled 
about the age-related risk of infertility as part of 
well-woman care

Women should be informed that both natural 
fertility and ART success is significantly lower once 
in their late 30’s and 40’s

Referral for infertility workup should take place in 
women <35 years of age after 12 months of trying 
to conceive with regular ovulatory cycles and >35 
years after 6 months of trying to conceive





Can we 
map out 
fertility 
potential?

Ovarian aging occurs long before any clinical changes 
occur to menstrual cycles

Chronological age often still serves as the best marker

•Some women will experience a sooner decline

•Some older women may maintain above average function

Testing of reserve has widely only been performed in infertile 
populations and cannot be used to predict infertility or time 
to infertility

Overall markers correlate with egg quantity and not quality



Measures of reserve

• Predictive of poor response/non-pregnancy only 
when extremely elevated

• Less predictive in women <35

Day 3 FSH | if elevated above 
10 IU/L this is considered a first 

sign of ovarian aging (due to a 
loss of feedback of inhibin A 

and B)

• In later reproductive years this may slightly 
increase with a loosening of the selection process 

• Not a good predictor of pregnancy

Antral Follicle Count | 2-10 mm 
in size and are considered 

representative of the available 
pool



Measures of reserve

Recommendation | Ovarian reserve testing should be considered in women > 35 years of 
age or for those <35 with risk factors of ovarian reserve or unexplained infertility; used for 

counselling but a poor predictive value for non-pregnancy

AMH | produced by granulosa cells of pre-antral and antral follicles but not dominant 
follicles

Decrease with decreasing AFC though 
a poor predictor of pregnancy

Levels consistent throughout menstrual 
cycle





The 
importance of 
establishing 
goals of 
treatment

 Increase monthly fecundity and decreasing time 

to conception

 Both superovulation and IVF increase the 

number of mature oocytes in an attempt to 

balance decreasing quality

 Pregnancy rates with superovulation in older 

women remain low:

 Retrospective review: Clomid/insemination 

cycles yielded 7% (38-40), 4% (41-42) and 1% 

(>42)

 Small study: Gonadotropin/insemination cycles 

yielded 6% (38-39) and 2% (>40)



IVF with 
own 
eggs for 
ARA Recommendation

Given low pregnancy rates with superovulation/IUI >40 
those women should consider IVF if they do not 

conceive within 1-2 cycles of this treatment if not 
sooner

Offers higher pregnancy and live birth rates than 
SO/IUI

Live birth rates 11.4% per 
cycle for women age >40 

One study showed no live 
births with IVF age >45



IVF 
success 
rates in 

Canada 
by age



Ethical 
implications
• Very poor prognosis patient (1-5% per 

cycle of treatment)

• Futile prognosis(<1% per cycle)

• Decisions about treating or refusing 

must be patient-centred

• Autonomy vs beneficence

• Policies must be in place to provide 

evidence-based decisions



Oocyte 
donation

• Allows women of advanced reproductive age to 
achieve a pregnancy rate tied to the age of the 
donor

• The Assisted Human Reproduction Act (2004)

• Regulates the use of donor gametes and 
prohibits their sale

• Out of pocket expenses are permissible

• Altruistic egg donation from known donor or 
payment for frozen donor eggs (US and Europe) 
are the two options

• Recommendation | The only effective treatment 
for ovarian aging is oocyte donation and women 
with diminished ovarian reserve should have this 
offered as pregnancy rates are significantly 
higher



Egg donation options

• 5-7 frozen mature oocytes from a donor typically younger than 30

• Thorough health, social, and genetic screening of all donors

• Through American egg banks

• Six or fewer donation cycles per donor lifetime

Frozen donor egg

• Recommendations from CFAS Third Party Reproduction Guidelines

• Must be above 18 years of age and recommend less than 35

• Appropriate informed consent without suspicion of coercion

• No contraindications to IVF

Known donor egg



Pregnancy 
complications 
for women of 
advanced 
reproductive 
age

• Own eggs

• Increased risk of miscarriage (34-52%) age >40; 

unchanged with ART; likely driven by increased 

aneuploidy

• Obstetrical risks: operative delivery, GDM, PET, 
IUGR and low birth weight

• Donor eggs

• Obstetrical risks only

• Recommendations | Counselling should be provided 

relating to increased miscarriage and aneuploidy 
rates; preconception counselling and screening for 

concurrent medical conditions in women age >40





• ‘The success of oocyte cryopreservation has improved 

dramatically over the past decade, and preliminary data for 

safety are reassuring. Therefore, this technique should no 

longer be considered experimental.’  (2013)





Oocyte 
challenges

 Initial success limited by 

nature of the mature oocyte

 Large size and water content

predisposed to 

 intracellular ice formation

 chilling injury

 osmotic damage

 Potential for damage to 

spindle apparatus



Shift from slow freeze to vitrification

• Slow freezing

Cells are gradually dehydrated with cryoprotectants and cooled slowly 

 Exposure to lowering temperatures for a long period leads to chilling injury 

Cytoskeleton and cell membrane particularly vulnerable

 Ice crystal formation

• Vitrification

• High concentrations of cryoprotectants caused significant cytotoxicity and 

osmotic stress

Optimization by Rall and Fahy in 1985 with ethylene glycol-dimethyl 

sulfoxide combination  

 Success directly related to cooling rate and viscosity 



Use and 
safety
 Oocyte survival rate of 90% (Edgar 

and Gook, 2012)

 ICSI always performed for fertilization 
due to:

the removal of the cumulus 
cells

zona hardening which has 
been reported after thawing

 No increased risk in birth anomalies 
in over 900 babies born (Noyes et al 
2010)

• Limited outcomes data given that 
techniques and protocols still vary 
significantly and limited data on use 
of own frozen/thawed oocytes to 
date



Systematic 
review 
and 
guideline

• Four RCT’s all using similar open vitrification technique 
and cryoprotectant concentrations and sequences

• Two studies in donor/recipient cycles, two in infertile 
couples with supernumerary oocytes

• CPR per oocyte thawed this ranged from 4.5-12% 



Retrospective 
multicenter 
observational study 
2007-2012

Noted that demand for ‘social’ 

freezing is increasing

2003-2009 saw a 9% increase in demand for 

ART; if only among >40 years of age this 

increases to 41%

Mean age of this cohort is 37
Comment that we have a responsibility to 

increase awareness about the impact of age 

on fertility



Ethics of 
elective 
egg freezing
• ‘Insurance premium’

• A healthy pregnancy cannot be 

guaranteed and given known attrition 

rates the supply may be expended 

with no pregnancy outcome

• Analogical reasoning

• Oocyte cryopreservation could be 

seen to be similar to autologous blood 

transfusion prior to surgery

• There is no guarantee that stored 

material will be needed





Men are also 
waiting longer 
to father 
pregnancies

Sperm parameters including semen volume, motility and 
morphology decline with age though concentration in constant

Difficult to study as most studies do not control for advanced 
maternal age

No impact on day 3 embryo formation but a significant 
decrease in blastocyst formation on day 5

Paternal age > 40 is associated with increased risk of miscarriage 
(though smaller than maternal contribution)

APA is associated with an increase in autosomal dominant 
disorders, schizophrenia and autism spectrum disorders 



Advanced 
paternal age 
recommendations

No additional screening has 
yet been recommended by 
the American College of 
Medical Genetics based 
solely on advanced paternal 
age

Men age >40 should be 
counselled around the risks 
though they remain small



Conclusions

The trend of the postponement of childbearing is the new reality however ovarian aging remains 
a constant that cannot be overcome by ART

While each patient’s case is unique, as a woman ages her chances of success with ART diminish 
which requires careful discussion of the possibility of pregnancy of various treatments

Egg donation (frozen or known donor) is a very effective treatment in the context of advanced 
reproductive age or when a patient's prognosis is very poor or futile

Oocyte cryopreservation may serve as a reasonable option for women looking to delay 
childbearing but must be undertaken earlier than is currently typically done

Advanced paternal age is a factor that has been associated with autosomal dominant disorders 
but typically does not carry as significant an impact as advanced maternal age on live birth rates



Thank you
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